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The normal (Bohr) and anomalous (Pauli) parts of the magnetic moment of an electron moving 
in a magnetic field with an energy E - m « m ( m is the electron mass) have kinematically the 
same behavior. The expressions presented in [1] for the rotation frequency of the electron 
spin ws in the energy range E - m ~ m indicate that there is a great difference in the kine
matical properties of the normal and anomalous parts of the electron magnetic moment in 
this energy region. It is shown in the present paper that in the limiting case of high energies 
E » m the normal and anomalous parts of the magnetic moment do not differ kinematically. 
Thus, the correspondence characteristic of the low-energy region is restored. 

IT is well known that an account of the radiation 
corrections to the magnetic moment of an electron 
moving in a constant, uniform magnetic field leads 
to additional spin rotation [ 1], which in its turn 
leads to a change in the electron polarization. It 
is important to note that, generally speaking, the 
anomalous and normal parts of the electron mag
netic moment differ in their kinematic properties. 
The kinematic properties of both parts are the 
same for electron energy € - m << m (m is the 
electron mass), and differ greatly for energies 
€ - m ~ m. This has been indicated by the ex
pressions obtained in [t] for the electron spin rota
tion frequency. This difference in kinematic prop
erties causes the additional rotation of the electron 
spin to depend on the orientation of the external 
magnetic field with respect to the particle mom
entum and (particularly important) on the particle 
energy, so that we have ·the ratio 

{ rxej 2nm, when H ..L p 
!'J.rofroL = (ros - roJ/roL = rx /2n, when H II P (1') 

(here Ws is the spin rotation frequency, WL is the 
Larmor rotation frequency of the electron, H is the 
external magnetic field, p is the electron momen
tum, a is the fine-structure constant), i.e., it in
creases with increasing energy. 

In this report we find an expression for Ws 
which is correct in the limiting case of very high 
energies E >> m, and show that the ratio ~w /w L 
does not depend on the orientation of the magnetic 
field or on the electron energy. We show thereby 
that, in terms of kinematic properties, the normal 
and anomalous parts of the magnetic moment do 
not differ from each other in the limiting case 
E » m. 

For this purpose, we first write the Hamiltonian 
of our problem 

H 0 = atp + m~ -J.L (g -1) ~o-H, (1) 

where Jl is the normal magnetic moment of the 
electron, equal to e/2m, g ~ 1 + a /2Tr; p is the 
kinetic momentum of the electron (the system of 
units in which n = c = 1 is used). It is convenient 
to change to the representation given by Cini and 
Touschek [2.3] , which is especially adapted to the 
limiting case E » m (called henceforth the 
E-representation). In this representation, the 
Hamiltonian of the problem in question takes the 
form (all operators in the new representation are 
designated by the index E) 

(2) 

where 

(3)* 

X = eHp p-4 + iea [pHI p-4 + <1p p-2, 

i.e., 

HE= atp - !.1 (g- 1) (~aH + mr5pHp-2) (4) 

(we retain only terms which are linear with respect 
to the field H and the ratio m/p). In the E-repre
sentation 

aE =a-im~ [atp] p-2 (5) 

(to the accuracy required below). The Heisenberg 
equations for the momentum and spin operators 
take the form 

*[pH]= p X H. 
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(6) 

Averaging these equations over to the positive
energy state IE\= Af IE), where IE) is the 
solution of the Dirac equation in the E-representa
tion and A¥ is the projection operator for the 
positive-energy state, 

E 1 ( 1 e pH) A+=c.-l+acp-+-2zr5~, 
.;. I fJ fJ fJ 

we obtain 

p = f [pH], ~ = ~ [~Hl, 

in which we designated the quantity 
( E I A¥ pE A f I E ) by p, and 

~= (E[A~aEA!i£) = (£[y5pEp-1A![£). 

Here 

E I A E E p e 
( +acA+ !E> =-- ,---) 2 y, H. 

p ~P ·' 

(7) 

(8) 

(2') 

(9) 

It follows from (8) that when E » m the electron 
and spin rotation frequencies in the magnetic field 
are equal respectively to 

WL = eH!p, W5 = egH!p, (10) 

and consequently .6.w/u..·L equals a/2rr, just as in 
the limiting case E - m « m. It can thus be con
cluded that in the limiting case E » m the kine
matic properties of the normal and anomalous 
parts of the electron magnetic moment are the same. 

It should be noted that, owing to the constant 
change of the electron polarization in the magnetic 
field, many difficulties are encountered in carrying 
out experiments on colliding beams of polarized 
particles by means of accumulators. 

In conclusion, the author would like to express 
his deep appreciation to Professor A. I. Akhiezer 
for his advice and consideration. 

Note added in proof (August 14, 1963). We give here a 
simple proof of the statement made in the abstract regarding 
the nature of electron spin motion in the nonrelativistic limit. 
In the limit E - m « m, the Hamiltonian of the problem in 
question takes the form 

p2 p4 (3') 
H= 2fii'-8 m3-p,g O'H. 

The Heisenberg equations for the momentum operator and 
polarization matrix of the density p ~ Y2 (1 + ~ o) (~ ~ is the 
mean electron spin) now yield 

p = _e_ [pH], ~ = _!!1!_ [s H]. (4') 
m "' m 

Thus, in this limiting case L'l. wlwL ~ a/2rr, i.e., it does not 
depend on the field or on the particle energy. 
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